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Sea ice and atmospheric circulation shape the high-latitude
lapse rate feedback
Nicole Feldl 1✉, Stephen Po-Chedley 2, Hansi K. A. Singh 3, Stephanie Hay4 and Paul J. Kushner4

Arctic amplification of anthropogenic climate change is widely attributed to the sea-ice albedo feedback, with its attendant increase
in absorbed solar radiation, and to the effect of the vertical structure of atmospheric warming on Earth’s outgoing longwave
radiation. The latter lapse rate feedback is subject, at high latitudes, to a myriad of local and remote influences whose relative
contributions remain unquantified. The distinct controls on the high-latitude lapse rate feedback are here partitioned into “upper”
and “lower” contributions originating above and below a characteristic climatological isentropic surface that separates the high-
latitude lower troposphere from the rest of the atmosphere. This decomposition clarifies how the positive high-latitude lapse rate
feedback over polar oceans arises primarily as an atmospheric response to local sea ice loss and is reduced in subpolar latitudes by
an increase in poleward atmospheric energy transport. The separation of the locally driven component of the high-latitude lapse
rate feedback further reveals how it and the sea-ice albedo feedback together dominate Arctic amplification as a coupled
mechanism operating across the seasonal cycle.
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INTRODUCTION
In climate simulations forced by increasing concentrations of
atmospheric CO2, changes in the rate at which temperature
decreases with altitude (i.e., changes in the lapse rate) act as an
important negative feedback in the global climate system1–3. The
lapse rate feedback, defined as the radiative feedback associated
with atmospheric warming that is vertically nonuniform, is
negative at low latitudes. This negative feedback arises because
moist convection leads to greater warming in the upper than in
the lower troposphere, which increases outgoing longwave
radiation and thus counteracts further surface warming. The
resulting negative tropical lapse rate feedback determines the
negative sign of the global lapse rate feedback. However, the
lapse rate feedback is also influenced by regions in which the
lower troposphere exhibits greater warming than the upper
troposphere, leading to a smaller increase in outgoing longwave
radiation relative to uniform warming and hence a positive
feedback. Bottom-heavy warming occurs in the polar atmosphere
where stable stratification inhibits vertical mixing and traps
warming near the surface4,5. The distinct, competing tropical
and high-latitude processes that shape the meridional structure of
the lapse rate feedback have been recognized as major
contributors to polar-amplified surface warming6–9.
Surface-amplified warming over the Arctic Ocean is controlled by

the changing seasonal dynamics of sea ice. Climatological sea ice
retreat during summer increases absorbed solar radiation and warms
the ocean mixed layer. In the fall, the atmosphere cools rapidly,
increasing the air–sea temperature gradient; the resulting increase in
upward turbulent heat fluxes cools the ocean surface and warms and
moistens the atmosphere. In a warming climate, sea ice loss is
characterized by enhanced summer melt10–12 and, correspondingly,
enhanced winter lower-tropospheric warming13–15. The causal link
between sea ice loss and surface-amplified wintertime warming has
been confirmed in climate model experiments in which the sea ice

component of a coupled ocean–atmosphere model is perturbed in
isolation from other confounding factors16–21.
In addition to the local impact of sea ice changes on the

thermal structure of the atmosphere, poleward energy transport in
the atmosphere provides a remote influence on the local lapse
rate. In a warming climate, the advection of warm air poleward
and upward warms the upper troposphere22–24. This process,
remotely driven by low-latitude warming, results in a weakened
lapse rate feedback in high latitudes for models with large
increases in atmospheric heat transport25–27. Low-latitude warm-
ing has been shown to drive, in particular, an increase in poleward
latent heat transport, which additionally affects Arctic water vapor
and cloud feedbacks28. The high-latitude lapse rate feedback is
also reduced by targeted remote forcings, such as a CO2 forcing
applied strictly to the midlatitudes29 or an idealized, purely
advective forcing9,30.
The local and remote controls identified in prior work are

highlighted when we perform a model experiment in which a sea-
ice albedo perturbation is compared to a greenhouse-gas forcing
(Fig. 1). In these simulations, the Arctic lapse rate feedback is more
positive under sea-ice albedo reduction than under greenhouse
gas increase (Fig. 1a, b). A pattern-scaling decomposition of the
atmospheric temperature response into parts associated with low-
latitude warming and with the local response to sea ice loss (see
“Methods”)20,31 suggests that this difference is not a mere artifact
of the albedo-reduction protocol, revealing distinct patterns of the
lapse rate feedback (Fig. 1c, d). In particular, low-latitude warming
drives, in the high latitudes, a modest positive feedback over
continents and a modest negative feedback over oceans.
However, it is the atmospheric warming associated with sea ice
loss that produces a positive lapse rate feedback over the Arctic
Ocean and amplifies surface warming.
Motivated by this perspective and by the numerous studies

highlighting various controls on the polar lapse rate, we seek to
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separate the local and remote components of the high-latitude
lapse rate feedback. We introduce a simple, explicit decomposi-
tion of the lapse rate feedback into contributions arising from
dynamically distinct atmospheric regions. We then show how this
decomposition separates surface-based mechanisms such as sea
ice retreat that contribute positively to lapse rate feedback from
negative contributions associated with tropical convection and
advective atmospheric energy transport. Furthermore, this
decomposition facilitates examination of statistical relationships
across current climate models, which, we contend, deepens our
theoretical understanding of the lapse rate feedback in nature.

RESULTS
Partitioning local and remote influences on the high-latitude lapse
rate feedback
The 285-K isentrope is selected as the basis for our diagnosis of
upper and lower lapse rate feedbacks from the CMIP5

abrupt4×CO2 and piControl simulations. The upper lapse rate
feedback accounts for deviations in atmospheric warming relative
to temperature changes that occur on the climatological 285-K
surface. In contrast, the lower lapse rate feedback accounts for
deviations in atmospheric warming relative to surface tempera-
ture change. The radiative impact of these temperature changes is
calculated using radiative kernels. The lower lapse rate feedback is
comprised of contributions from the surface to the 285-K
isentrope and the upper lapse rate feedback of contributions
from the 285-K isentrope to the tropopause (see “Methods”).
Since the 285-K isentrope intersects the Earth’s surface in the

midlatitudes, it effectively isolates the high-latitude lower-tropo-
spheric warming from both higher altitudes and lower latitudes. It
also allows for convective coupling in the tropics between the
surface and upper troposphere; in this region the lower lapse rate
feedback is zero by construction. Previous work has demonstrated,
in single models, an enhancement of the high-latitude lapse rate
feedback by the surface albedo feedback8,32, or, equivalently,
an enhancement of the surface-intensified warming by sea ice
loss15–21. Instead of artificially intervening in feedback processes in

Fig. 1 Lapse rate feedback for different forcings and contributions to the forced response in CESM. a The annual-mean lapse rate
feedback for the ensemble-mean response to RCP8.5 forcing, expressed as the difference between the 2027–2036 epoch and the 2057–2066
epoch. b As in a, but for the response to sea-ice albedo forcing, expressed as the difference between the multi-centennial mean of the sea-ice
albedo perturbation integration and the multi-centennial quasi-equilibrated mean of a constant year 2000 radiative forcing integration. c The
annual-mean lapse rate feedback for low-latitude surface warming. d As in c, but for the response to sea ice loss. The feedbacks for the partial
responses, c and d, sum to a.
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individual models, our decomposition exploits the regionality of
the physical processes contributing to the lapse rate feedback.
This allows a diagnosis of the relative importance and robustness
of these contributions across the free-running coupled climate
model ensemble.
The diagnosed upper and lower lapse rate feedbacks are

consistent in sign with the conventional lapse rate feedback and
its global mean. The upper lapse rate feedback is broadly
negative, maximizing in magnitude in the tropics where warming
is greatest aloft (Fig. 2a). However, as expected, moist adiabatic
warming is insufficient to explain the lapse rate feedback at high
latitudes, where the lower lapse rate feedback makes substantial
contributions (Fig. 2b). In particular, the lower lapse rate feedback
is positive in the Arctic where there is snow and ice melt

associated with a positive surface albedo feedback (Fig. 2c). It
tends to be negative over the Southern Ocean where large-scale
ocean upwelling reduces surface warming33 and decouples the
surface from the tropospheric response27,34. Hence, both
the upper and lower lapse rate feedback contribute to the
negative feedback—and large intermodel variability—over the
Southern Ocean. The upper lapse rate feedback also exhibits
considerable model spread in the northern subpolar regions,
though it falls consistently to zero at the pole.
We evaluate the statistical relationships between the upper and

lower lapse rate feedback and between the lower lapse rate
feedback and surface albedo feedback for each polar region
separately (Fig. 2d–g). Significant Pearson correlations are present
in all regions at the 95% level. Notably, in the southern

Fig. 2 Decomposition of radiative feedbacks in CMIP5. a The upper lapse rate feedback associated with warming of low latitudes (all levels)
and high latitudes aloft, b the lower lapse rate feedback associated with high-latitude lower-tropospheric warming, and c the surface albedo
feedback. A probability density funciton (PDF) of the local lower lapse rate feedback and the local upper lapse rate feedback for the composite
of all models and all grid cells poleward of d 60S and e 60N in units Wm−2 K −1 for an ocean-only domain. A PDF of the local lower lapse rate
feedback and the local surface albedo feedback for all models and all grid cells poleward of f 60S and g 60N in units Wm−2 K−1 for an ocean-
only domain.
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hemisphere, a more negative lower lapse rate feedback is
associated with a more negative upper lapse rate feedback (r=
0.69). It is apparent from Fig. 2a, b that the source of the positive
correlation is the Southern Ocean, a complex region of suppressed
surface warming and moderate atmospheric warming. Addition-
ally, both hemispheres exhibit positive correlations between the
lower lapse rate feedback and the surface albedo feedback (r=
0.59). Figure 2f–g shows that a more positive lower lapse rate
feedback is associated with a larger surface albedo feedback,
suggesting the physical processes are not independent.

The two feedbacks of sea ice retreat
By permitting the surface to be colder than the overlying air, the
presence of sea ice preconditions a strongly positive lapse rate
feedback over ocean regions. This relationship is evident in
the Arctic, where the transition from a negative to positive lower
lapse rate feedback closely follows the 10% annual-mean sea ice
concentration, both for individual models (Fig. S1) and the
multimodel mean (Fig. 3a). The Arctic-average multimodel-mean
lower lapse rate feedback is 0.34 Wm−2 K−1, and the dominant
contribution is from sea ice regions (69.5%) (land and open ocean
contribute 31.3% and −0.8%, respectively). In the Antarctic, the
lower lapse rate feedback tends to track the 10% sea ice contour
for most models (Fig. S2); however, the correspondence is weaker
in the multimodel mean (Fig. 3b), consistent with the large
intermodel variability. Hence, for the lower lapse rate feedback, we
focus the following results on the Arctic.
The relationship between the lower lapse rate feedback and sea

ice change is further investigated via local, intermodel correlations
over an ocean-only domain. In particular, we are interested in
the impact of Arctic sea ice retreat during summer (when
the shortwave surface albedo feedback maximizes) on the
boundary layer during winter (when the longwave lapse
rate feedback maximizes)35,36. Models with a larger reduction in
summertime sea ice exhibit a more positive lower lapse rate
feedback (Fig. 4a). That relationship is explicated through the
following seasonal atmosphere–ocean–cryosphere interactions.
First, models with larger decreases in summer sea ice concentra-
tion have larger decreases in late fall/early winter sea ice
concentration (Fig. 4b). Second, in fall/winter, larger decreases in
sea ice concentration are associated across models with larger
increases in surface sensible and latent heat flux (Fig. 4c) and
larger decreases in the temperature inversion (calculated as the
difference between temperature at 850 hPa and surface air
temperature; Fig. 4d). Finally, larger decreases in the inversion
necessitates a more positive lower lapse rate feedback (Fig. 4e),
leading to further warming. Notably, these relationships are
spatially robust; broadly throughout the Arctic, models with

greater sea ice loss produce a greater weakening of the
temperature inversion and a more positive lapse rate feedback.
This delayed impact of summer sea ice loss is consistent with

prior work13–15. Decreased summer sea ice permits greater
heating of the underlying oceanic mixed layer, and warm
anomalies persist into the following fall and winter when the
mixed layer cools to its freezing temperature through radiative
and turbulent surface processes. Further evidence that the
atmospheric warming over the Arctic Ocean is primarily due to
surface processes is provided by the heating rate responses for
the simulations presented in Fig. 1. It is apparent from the
magnitude and structure of the responses that the dominant
contribution in ocean regions is vertical diffusion of upward
surface turbulent heat flux anomalies (Fig. S3). Additional, albeit
much smaller, warming in the upper part of the boundary layer is
due to condensational heating (attributed by refs. 37,38 to moisture
sourced through increased local evaporation), while contributions
to the heat budget by longwave radiation are small.

Remote influence of atmospheric heat transport
To evaluate the remote influence on the upper lapse rate feedback,
we calculate the change in atmospheric energy transport (AET)
between the CMIP5 abrupt4×CO2 and piControl simulations. Under
CO2 quadrupling, poleward AET increases in the low- to
midlatitudes by up to approximately 0.1–0.15 PW per degree
global-mean surface warming and, in the northern hemisphere,
decreases in the high latitudes (Fig. 5a). Models are color-coded by
the magnitude of the upper lapse rate feedback averaged poleward
of 50° latitude. The choice of this averaging area was physically
motivated by the structure of the upper lapse rate feedback
(Fig. 2a) to include subpolar regions where the feedback exhibits
high intermodel variability. In both hemispheres, the change in
poleward energy transport at 50° latitude is negatively correlated
with the high-latitude upper lapse rate feedback. By warming the
high-latitude upper troposphere, atmospheric energy transport
promotes a negative upper lapse rate feedback, and this holds
across models. Equivalently, models with a decrease in poleward
energy transport tend to have a less negative upper lapse rate
feedback. Linear regression reveals that the high-latitude upper
lapse rate feedback varies across models by −1.5 Wm−2 K−1 per
PW K−1 in the northern hemisphere—in other words, a 0.1 PW K−1

increase in transport at 50°N is associated with a 0.15Wm−2 K−1

reduction in the Arctic upper lapse rate feedback. At 60° latitude,
statistical relationships remain significant but are weaker (Fig. S4),
consistent with the diminishing upper lapse rate feedback in polar
regions and its particular importance for subpolar regions (Fig. 2a).
A partitioning of the atmospheric energy transport is performed

to further reveal the relationship between the upper lapse rate

Fig. 3 Multimodel-mean lower lapse rate feedback and climatological sea ice concentration for the polar regions. Color shading
represents the annual-mean lower lapse rate feedback (Wm−2 K−1) for the a the Arctic and b the Antarctic. Contour lines (10% interval)
indicate climatological annual-mean sea ice concentration.
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feedback and circulation changes (Fig. 5). We focus first on the
northern hemisphere. The transient eddy energy transport
(Fig. 5b), and specifically its latent heat flux component (Fig. 5d),
dominate the increase in total AET in the midlatitudes. Moreover,
models with a larger increase in latent transient eddy energy
transport (Fig. 5d) and a smaller decrease in the dry transient eddy
energy transport (Fig. 5c) are both associated with a more
negative upper lapse rate feedback. In other words, in any given
model, changes in latent heat flux and dry static energy flux by
transient eddies tend to oppose one another; however, across
models, changes in these fluxes co-vary with the magnitude of the
upper lapse rate feedback. This relationship between a more
anomalous poleward energy transport and a more negative upper
lapse rate feedback is qualitatively the same in the southern
hemisphere, albeit with larger anomalies and higher correlations.
The mean meridional circulation exhibits relatively small

changes in energy transport at high latitudes, though the increase
in equatorward transport is correlated with the high-latitude
upper lapse rate feedback (Fig. S5). We interpret this as indicating
compensation between circulation components. No intermodel
relationship is apparent between changes in energy transport by
stationary eddies and the upper lapse rate feedback.

DISCUSSION
To quantify the relative importance of the physical mechanisms
known to shape the high-latitude lapse rate feedback, we have
partitioned the effects of local surface processes and remote
atmospheric energy transport. We have clarified how the positive
lapse rate feedback over the Arctic Ocean is tied to sea ice retreat
and furthermore represents the changing seasonal dynamics of
sea ice. Specifically, the presence of sea ice enables a temperature

inversion, and summertime sea ice retreat leads to the erosion of
the wintertime inversion via ocean–atmosphere heat exchange.
The enhancement of these processes in a warmer world drives an
increase in surface-amplified warming and hence a positive
feedback. This mechanism is likely strongest for climates that
have experienced substantial summer sea ice loss; however, any
summer sea ice decline and ocean mixed layer heating will
necessitate some degree of trapped boundary-layer warming in
fall and winter as sea ice re-grows. Our results show that, in the
polar regions, the lapse rate feedback is dominated by low-level
warming. Across the multimodel ensemble, we have quantified
the positive correlation between the lapse rate and albedo
feedbacks, suggesting they amplify one another in a manner
consistent with previous locked-albedo or albedo-reduction
simulations8,32. Taken together, the lapse rate feedback and
surface albedo feedback comprise a longwave and shortwave
response to sea ice loss, respectively.
Statistical relationships across the multimodel ensemble quan-

tify the degree to which a larger increase in poleward atmospheric
energy transport is associated with a more negative upper lapse
rate feedback, thus reducing the magnitude of the positive high-
latitude lapse rate feedback. The increases in energy transport are
attributed to relatively strong increases in the latent heat transport
by transient eddies that are only partially compensated by weak
decreases in the dry static energy transport. This transport effect
dominates model spread in the lapse rate feedback in subpolar
regions, possibly related to variability in patterns of tropical sea
surface temperature change39,40, and by implication is important
in determining the latitude at which the lapse rate feedback
changes sign. While further work is needed to understand
feedback partitioning in regions of strong ocean heat uptake,
such as the Southern Ocean, these results demonstrate that

Fig. 4 Map of Pearson correlation coefficient across models between winter lower lapse rate feedback and change in surface and
boundary-layer properties in the Arctic. Correlation coefficient between a early fall/late winter (ONDJ; October through January) lower lapse
rate feedback and change in summer (JJA; June through August) sea ice concentration, b change in JJA sea ice concentration and change in
ONDJ sea ice concentration, c change in ONDJ sea ice concentration and change in ONDJ surface turbulent heat flux, d change in ONDJ
surface turbulent heat flux and change in ONDJ inversion strength, calculated as the difference between air temperature at 850 hPa and near-
surface air temperature (T850− Ts), and e change in ONDJ inversion strength and ONDJ lower lapse rate feedback. Regions of multimodel-
mean sea ice concentration <10% are masked to reduce spurious correlations. Stippling indicates correlations that are statistically significant
at the 95% level.
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decomposing the lapse rate feedback into “upper” and “lower”
atmospheric contributions is an important step towards untan-
gling local and remote influences on the Arctic lapse rate
feedback.
Feedbacks that are dynamically linked may be combined to

assess their contributions to Arctic amplification of surface
warming (Fig. 6). The combined water vapor and upper lapse
rate feedbacks contribute neither to Arctic amplification nor to
tropical amplification: they exhibit striking compensation, falling
along the 1:1 line. This is consistent with the well-known
compensation between global water vapor and lapse rate
feedbacks3, but here we demonstrate the impact on the
meridional structure of warming. In other words, greater warming
and moistening of the upper troposphere does not produce Arctic
amplification. Rather, the dominant contribution arises from the
combined surface albedo and lower lapse rate feedbacks.
As a result of this work, we are able to establish that the high-

latitude lapse rate feedback associated with a greenhouse-gas
radiative forcing contributes to Arctic amplification through the
same controlling factor as the surface albedo feedback, namely
sea ice loss. Furthermore, it will be greatest in the case of
extensive sea ice retreat combined with little increase in atmo-
spheric energy transport for a given amount of global warming.
We argue it is ambiguous to frame the lapse rate feedback as
having greater importance than the surface albedo feedback to
Arctic amplification, since both feedbacks are rooted in the same
physical mechanism. Rather, they reflect a season-spanning
pathway by which the high latitudes, particularly the Arctic, are
uniquely sensitive to a changing climate.

METHODS
CMIP5 output
Monthly mean data from 27 models from phase 5 of the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP5)41 are used in this study: ACCESS1-0,
ACCESS1-3, bcc-csm1-1-m, bcc-csm1-1, BNU-ESM, CanESM2, CCSM4,

CNRM-CM5, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, FGOALS-g2, GFDL-CM3, GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-
ESM2M, GISS-E2-H, GISS-E2-R, HadGEM2-ES, inmcm4, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSL-
CM5A-MR, IPSL-CM5B-LR, MIROC5, MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM-LR, MPI-ESM-MR.
MPI-ESM-P, MRI-CGCM3, NorESM1-M. All models are from the r1i1p1
ensemble and forced with the piControl forcing and the abrupt4 × CO2

forcing. The time-averaged response 120–150 years after quadrupling CO2

is compared to the concurrent pre-industrial control climatology. Simula-
tions specific to pattern scaling are described below.

Radiative feedbacks
To quantify the radiative response of changing climate variables, the
difference in the climate variable between the piControl and abrupt4 ×
CO2 simulations is multiplied by the CESM-CAM5 radiative kernel42–45,
Kα

δα
δT s

and KT
δT 0
δT s

, for the surface albedo and lapse rate feedback,
respectively, where Kα and KT are the radiative kernels, α is surface albedo,
δT 0 is the deviation of the temperature change from vertically uniform
warming, and δTs is the zonal-mean near-surface air temperature change.
To obtain the feedback, the radiative flux responses are integrated from
the surface to the tropopause, which is determined from temperature
using a standard World Meteorological Organization definition46.
To further decompose the lapse rate feedback, the 285-K isentrope is

used as the boundary between upper and lower regions (Fig. 7). Two
modifications are made to the calculation. First, for the upper lapse rate
feedback, δT 0 is defined relative to the temperature change at the (spatially
and temporally varying) level where the climatological potential tempera-
ture is 285 K, and for the lower lapse rate feedback, δT 0 is defined relative
to the surface temperature change. Second, the vertical integration is
performed from the 285-K isentrope to the tropopause for the upper lapse
rate feedback and from the surface to the 285-K isentrope for the lower
lapse rate feedback. Because the isentrope intersects the surface in the
midlatitudes, it effectively separates the high-latitude lower troposphere
from both lower latitudes and higher altitudes. It also requires that the
lower lapse rate feedback be zero at low latitudes where potential
temperature does not drop below 285 K.
Though not the focus of the present study, the Planck feedback, λP can be

similarly decomposed into a lower portion that warms uniformly with height in
accordance with the surface temperature change (δT jT¼T s ) and an upper
portion that warms uniformly in accordance with the temperature change at
the 285-K isentrope (δT jθ¼285). The sum of the lower and upper Planck and

Fig. 5 Change in northward atmospheric energy transport under CO2 quadrupling. Change in a total atmospheric energy transport,
b energy transport by transient eddies, and the c dry and d latent components of the transient eddy energy transport. All transports are
normalized by the global-mean warming to give units of PW K−1. Models are color-coded (separately for each hemisphere) by the magnitude
of the upper lapse rate feedback averaged poleward of 50°N/S with red (blue) indicating a strong negative feedback in the northern
(southern) high latitudes. The Pearson correlation coefficient between each transport at 50° and the upper lapse rate feedback averaged
50–90° is displayed on the plot for each hemisphere. Note that a positive correlation coefficient for northward transport in the southern
hemisphere indicates a negative correlation coefficient for poleward transport. Asterisks indicate correlations that are statistically significant at
the 95% level.
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lapse rate feedbacks by construction equals the sum of the conventionally
defined lapse rate feedback and Planck feedbacks, λT:

1
δT s

Z pt

ps

KTδTðpÞdp
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

conventionaltemperaturefeedback; λT

¼ 1
δT s

Z pðθ¼285Þ

ps

KTδTðpÞdp
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

λT lower

þ 1
δT s

Z pt

pðθ¼285Þ
KTδTðpÞdp

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
λTupper

¼ 1
δT s

Z pðθ¼285Þ

ps

KTδT jT¼T s dp|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
λPlower

þ 1
δT s

Z pt

pðθ¼285Þ
KTδT jθ¼285dp

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
λPupper

þ λLRlower þ λLRupper ;

(1)

where λLRlower ¼ λT lower � λPlower and λLRupper ¼ λTupper � λPupper .

Atmospheric energy transport
AET is partitioned into the mean meridional circulation, stationary eddies,
and transient eddies47–50. The total AET is calculated from the difference
between top-of-atmosphere radiative fluxes RT and surface radiative and
turbulent fluxes Fs, which includes the latent heat of melting snow,

AET ¼ 2πa2
Z ϕ

�π=2
½RT � Fs� cosϕ0 dϕ0; (2)

where a is the radius of the Earth, ϕ is the latitude, and brackets indicate
zonal mean. The global-mean energy imbalance is removed from the
integrand to ensure the transport is zero at the poles.
The mean meridional circulation (MMC) and stationary eddy (STAT)

energy transports are calculated explicitly from the meridional wind v and
the moist static energy h= cpT+ Lvq+ gZ, where cp is the specific heat of
air at constant pressure, T is the air temperature, Lv is the latent heat of
vaporization of water, g is the acceleration of gravity, and Z is the
geopotential height. To prevent errors in cases where mass is not
conserved in the MMC, we remove the weighted vertical average of the

moist static energy50, i.e., f½h� ¼ ½h� �Pps
0 ½h� dp=

Pps
0 dp.

MMC ¼ 2πa cosϕ
g

Z ps

0
½v� f½h� dp; (3)

STAT ¼ 2πa cosϕ
g

Z ps

0
½v�h�� dp; (4)

where * indicates departures from a zonal average. The dry and moist
components of the MMC and STAT energy transports can be calculated
explicitly by using either the dry static energy (cpT+ gZ) or the latent
energy (Lvq) only in the above equations.
To obtain the dry and moist components of the transient eddy energy

transport, it is first necessary to compute the total latent energy transport
and dry static energy transport

AETlatent ¼ 2πa2
Z ϕ

�π=2
Lv½E � P� cosϕ dϕ; (5)

AETdry ¼ AET� AETlatent; (6)

where E is evaporation and P is precipitation. As in Eq. (2), the global-mean
latent energy imbalance must be removed from the integrand of Eq. (5).
Finally, transient eddy (TRANS) energy transport and its dry and moist
components are calculated as a residual

TRANS ¼ AET� ðMMCþ STATÞ; (7)

TRANSlatent ¼ AETlatent � ðMMClatent þ STATlatentÞ; (8)

TRANSdry ¼ AETdry � ðMMCdry þ STATdryÞ: (9)

All calculations are performed on monthly climatologies, and the change in
energy transport is the difference between the piControl and abrupt4 × CO2

simulations.

CESM pattern scaling
From the empirical observation that the pattern of the forced response to
greenhouse warming in climate models is proportional to the global-mean
temperature51,52, Blackport et al.20 generalized pattern scaling to multiple
climate variables, and we use, as in that study, tropical (0–40∘N) sea surface
temperature (Tl) and Arctic sea ice loss (I) as the scaling variables. The
response pattern of some variable Z can be decomposed as

δZm ¼ ∂Z
∂I

����
T l

δIm þ ∂Z
∂T l

����
I
δT l;m; (10)

where m indicates one of the following RCP8.5 or reduced-albedo
experiments. The forced pattern of response to sea ice loss is the
difference between the last 340 years of a 540 year-long simulation where

Fig. 7 Multimodel-mean zonal-mean potential temperature
change. The climatological 285-K potential temperature contour is
selected as the boundary between tropical upper-troposphere
warming and high-latitude lower-tropospheric warming.

Fig. 6 Contributions of feedbacks, atmospheric heat transport
(AHT), and ocean heat transport (OHT) to Arctic amplification in
CMIP5. Partial surface temperature change for the Arctic (60–90°N)
compared to the tropics (30°S–30°N) (e.g., ref. 55). Crosses are for
conventionally defined temperature feedbacks and circles are for
temperature feedbacks herein defined.
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the albedo of sea ice, snow on sea ice, and sea ice underneath melt ponds
is reduced globally via the Delta–Eddington tuning parameter53 (albedo
forcing) and the last 435 years of a 735 year-long simulation with perennial
year 2000 radiative forcing. Both simulations are from the Community
Earth System Model (CESM1-CAM5). The response to RCP8.5 forcing is the
difference in the 40-member mean of the Community Earth System Model
Large Ensemble (CESM LE)54 between two epochs (2057–2066 and
2027–2036) chosen such that they approximately represent the same
amount of sea ice loss as in the albedo forcing simulations in DJF. For a
given season, we use the two response patterns and invert Eq. (10), solving

for the sensitivities ∂Z
∂I

��
T l

and ∂Z
∂T l

���
I
that characterize that model. These

sensitivities give the patterns of response that scale with tropical warming
and with sea ice loss, respectively.
To compute the lapse rate feedback as presented in Fig. 1, we use the

following response patterns for atmospheric temperature T:

(a) temperature response for RCP8.5, δTRCP8.5,
(b) temperature response for albedo forcing, δTalbedo,
(c) the part of the temperature response that scales with low-latitude

warming, ∂T
∂T l

���
I
δT l;RCP8:5, and

(d) the part of the temperature response that scales with sea ice loss,
∂T
∂I

��
T l
δIRCP8:5.

The scaling parameters in (c) are 1.17, 1.15, 1.16, and 1.18 (°C) for DJF,
MAM, JJA, and SON, respectively. The scaling parameters in (d) are −2.27,
−1.27, −2.32, and −3.47 (106 km2) for DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON,
respectively. The atmospheric temperature response patterns are calcu-
lated for each season, and a lapse rate feedback is then calculated from
each response using the radiative kernel method described above. Hence,
the lapse rate feedbacks for the partial temperature response patterns sum
to the total lapse rate feedback for the RCP8.5 forcing. The residual of the
decomposition is shown in Fig. S6.
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